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ABSTRACT
Secure broadcasting of web documents is becoming a crucial need
for many web-based applications. Under the broadcast document
dissemination strategy a web document source periodically broad-
casts (portions of) its documents to a possibly large community
of subjects, without the need of explicit subject requests. By se-
cure broadcasting we mean that the delivery of information to sub-
jects must obey the access control policies of the document source.
Since different subjects may have the right to access different por-
tions of the same document, enforcing secure broadcasting requires
to efficiently manage a large number of different physical views
of the requested document and sending them to the proper sub-
jects. In this paper we present an approach to secure broadcasting
of web documents, based on the use of encryption techniques, and
supporting the specification of fine-grained temporal access con-
trol policies. The idea is to generate a unique encrypted copy of
the document to be released, where different portions of the docu-
ment are encrypted with different keys, on the basis of the specified
access control policies. Each subject then obtains the secret keys
corresponding to document portions he/she is authorized to access.
The key aspect of our approach is that the number of keys to be
generated does not depend on the number of subjects nor on the
document dimension, but only on the number of specified access
control policies and the associated temporal constraints.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Access controls; H.2.7 [Database
Administration]: Security, integrity, and protection

General Terms
Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web-based environments require revisiting the traditional way

of performing access control. Besides the traditional access control
mechanisms used to filter returned documents in the context of a
user-demand information dissemination mode, secure broadcasting
of web documents is becoming more and more important. Under
the broadcast dissemination strategy, a web data source periodi-
cally (or when same relevant events arise) broadcasts (portions of)
its documents to a possibly large community of subjects, without
the need of an explicit subject request. By secure broadcasting we
mean that the delivery of information to subjects must obey the ac-
cess control policies of the document source. Secure broadcasting
can be used for both document distribution within the same organi-
zation or also for data distribution outside the organization.

Enforcing secure broadcasting may entail generating different
physical views of the requested documents and sending them to
the proper subjects. In a web-based environment, the number of
these views may become rather large and thus there is the need
of developing efficient strategies for view generation and manage-
ment. We believe that a comprehensive solution for secure broad-
casting requires: 1) a model for specifying access control policies,
specifically tailored to the characteristics of web documents; and
2) an infrastructure supporting secure broadcasting of documents
according to the specified policies. In this paper, we present this
comprehensive solution. We assume that documents to be pro-
tected are encoded according to XML [11]. We have chosen to
cast our approach on XML documents because of the widespread
adoption of this document standard in a large variety of application
environments [3]. However, we believe that our approach can be
easily extended to other document exchange formats. The access
control model we provide is very flexible in terms of the protection
requirements it can express. It provides several document brows-
ing privileges and a fine granularity level of control on document
accesses. Additionally, access control policies are characterized by
a temporal dimension, in that it is possible to express policies that
hold only for specific periods of time (such as for instance a par-
ticular day of the week). This is a relevant feature because very
often subjects must have the right to access a document or a do-
cument portion only in specific periods of time. As an example,
consider the case of a newspaper company offering several types
of subscriptions, which differ for the subscription period (one year,
six-month, only the week-end, and so on). Another important fea-
ture of our access control model is the support for subject creden-
tials as a flexible method to qualify subjects entitled to access web
document sources.

Our access control model is complemented by an infrastructure
supporting secure broadcasting. Secure broadcasting is supported
by generating a unique encrypted copy of the documents to be
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broadcast, where different portions of the documents are encrypted
with different secret keys, on the basis of the specified access con-
trol policies. Each subject then obtains the secret keys correspond-
ing to document portions he/she is authorized to access. The im-
portant aspect of our proposal is that we exploit a flexible symme-
tric key assignment scheme for generating document encryptions,
which allows us to minimize the number of keys to be managed
and delivered to subjects. The number of keys to be generated does
not depend on the number of subjects nor on the document size, but
it is linear in the number of specified access control policies. Se-
cret keys are constrained not only by the applicable access control
policies but also by their periods of validity. We show how by this
scheme a subject receiving a unique information for each policy
he/she satisfies and an additional set of temporal information, can
derive the set of secret keys that makes him/her able to access all
the document portions for which he/she has an authorization, and
only for the time instants in which this authorization holds. The
proposed key assignment scheme has the additional advantage of
making the management of policy and document updates very effi-
cient. Under our approach those operations do not require to sent
subjects additional information, but only to re-encrypt the source
portions which are affected by the update.

The work reported in this paper builds on an access control mech-
anism for XML documents previously proposed by us in [2]. With
respect to our previous work, the most relevant innovative contribu-
tion of this paper is the support for secure document broadcasting
and the related key management scheme, and the support for tem-
poral access control policies. Therefore, the approach proposed in
this paper allows one to broadcast the same physical copy of a do-
cument to a community of subjects by, at the same time, enforcing
selective and time-based access to different portions of the docu-
ment. We believe that this is a major extension both for the rele-
vance of document broadcasting in the web environment and for
the solutions we propose for key management.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next sec-
tion briefly introduces XML and the formalism we use to represent
temporal constraints. Section 3 deals with access control policies,
whereas Section 4 presents the overall architecture of the proposed
secure broadcasting service. Section 5 illustrates the proposed key
assignment scheme, whereas Section 6 describes the information
to be sent to subjects for a correct decryption of the received docu-
ments. Section 7 surveys related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We start by first reviewing the basic concepts of XML. We then

summarize the formalism we use to specify temporal constraints
associated with access control policies.

2.1 A brief introduction to XML
An XML [11] document is defined in terms of elements and at-

tributes. Elements can be nested at any depth and can contain other
elements (subelements) in turn originating a hierarchical graph-
based structure. An element contains a portion of the document
delimited by two tags: the start tag, at the beginning of the ele-
ment, with the form

�������
- � �	��
� , and the end tag, at the end

of the element, with the form
���������

- � �	��
� , where tag-name
indicates the type of the element (markup). Attributes can have dif-
ferent types allowing one to specify element identifiers, additional
information about the element, or links to other elements in the
document. An example of XML document, modeling a newspa-
per, is given in Figure 1. The newspaper consists of a Frontpage

�
Newspaper Title=‘‘MyNewspaper’’ Date=‘‘09 � 06 � 02’’ ��

Frontpage �
The leading article is inserted here!�
Paragraphs ��

Paragraph Author=‘‘Ross’’ Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
......�

/Paragraph �
......�

/Paragraphs ��
/Frontpage ��
Politic page ��
Politic topic=‘‘USA’’ Author=‘‘Brown’’

Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
.......�

/Politic ��
Politic topic=‘‘EU’’ Author=‘‘Wright’’

Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
.......�

/Politic �
.......�

/Politic page ��
Literary supplement day of issue=‘‘Sunday’’ ��
Article topic=‘‘Books’’ Author=‘‘Lee’’

Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
.......�

/Article ��
Article topic=‘‘Art’’ Author=‘‘Low’’

Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
.......�

/Article �
.......�

/Literary supplement ��
Sport page ��
News topic=‘‘Soccer’’ Author=‘‘Evans’’

Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
.......�

/News ��
News topic=‘‘Basket’’ Author=‘‘Smith’’

Title=‘‘ ����� ’’ �
.......�

/News �
.......�

/Sport page ��
/Newspaper �

Figure 1: An example of XML document

title

date

titletitleAuthor Author

title
Author

topic title
Author

topictitle
Author

topictitle
Author

topic

Literary_supplementPolitic_pageFrontpage

Paragraphs

ParagraphParagraph

Politic

Sport_page

Article news news

Newspaper

Figure 2: The graph representation of the XML document in
Figure 1

(modeled through the Frontpage element whose content repre-
sents the leading article), and one or more additional short arti-
cles (Paragraph elements). It also contains a politics page and a
sport page. Additionally, the Wednesday issue contains a financial
supplement, whereas the Sunday issue contains a literary supple-
ment. The XML file presented in Figure 1 represents a Sunday
issue of the newspaper. Throughout the paper, we adopt a graph
representation of an XML document, where nodes represent el-
ements and attributes, whereas edges represent relationships be-
tween nodes. Figure 2 shows the graph representation of the XML
document in Figure 1. In the figure, grey circles denote elements,
whereas white circles denote attributes. In the following, since an
element/attribute is represented as a node in a graph, we use indif-
ferently the terms element/attribute and node.

Another relevant feature of XML is that a document type (de-
fined by a DTD or an XML Schema) can be attached to an XML
document, describing its structure. In the rest of the paper, we de-
note with the term XML Source ( � ) the set of XML documents and
corresponding DTDs/XML Schemas, managed by the broadcasting
service.
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periodic expression meaning
Weeks + � 2 � .Days Wednesday
Weeks + � 6 � .Days Sunday
Weeks + � 5 � .Days � 2.Days Week-end
Weeks + All.Days All the days of the week

Table 1: Examples of periodic expressions

2.2 Periodic expressions
Periodic time is represented by means of a symbolic formalism

[1], as a pair � [begin,end], P � , where P is a periodic expres-
sion denoting an infinite set of periodic time instants, and [be-
gin,end] is a time interval denoting the lower and upper bounds
that are imposed on instants in P.

The formalism for periodic expressions relies on the notion of
calendars. A calendar is defined as a countable set of contiguous
intervals1, numbered by integers, called indexes of the intervals.

A subcalendar relationship can be established between calen-
dars. Given two calendars C � and C � , we say that C � is a sub-
calendar of C � , (written C ��� C � ), if each interval of C � is exactly
covered by a finite number of intervals of C � . New calendars can
be dynamically generated from the existing ones, by means of a
function

� 
 � 

	 ����
���
(cf. [1] for a formal definition), a reference

time instant, and a basic calendar (the tick of the system). In the
following, we assume the existence of a set of calendars contain-
ing the calendars Days, Weeks, Months, and Years, where Days is
the calendar with the finest granularity (that is, the basic calendar),
with the tick indexed by 1 as the first day of 01/01/2002. Moreover,
in the rest of the paper, we use the term time granules to indicate the
indexes of the basic calendar, and we use notation

� ��� � ����������� ��� to
indicate a set of time granules. Calendars can be combined to repre-
sent more general periodic expressions, denoting periodic instants
not necessarily contiguous. Periodic expressions are formally de-
fined as follows.

Definition 1. (Periodic Expression) [1]. Given calendars��� � � �
��������� � �
, a periodic expression P is defined as:

P = � �� � ���
� � � � � 	 � ���

where � ��� ��� �
, �

�"!$#&%(' � ��� � � ,
� � � � � ) � for *�� # �����
����� ,��� � � �

, and
	 !,+

.

Symbol � separates the first part of the periodic expression,
identifying the set of starting points of the intervals it represents,
from the specification of the duration of each interval in terms
of calendar

���
. In practice, �

�
is omitted when its value is all,

whereas it is represented by its unique element when it is a single-
ton.

	 � ���
is omitted when it is equal to -&� � �

. Table 1 presents a set
of periodic expressions that we use throughout the paper.2 The infi-
nite set of temporal intervals corresponding to a periodic expression.

is denoted by / � . 
, and is formally defined as follows.

Definition 2. (Function / �� )[1]. Let P = � �� � ���
� � � � � 	 � ���

be a periodic expression, then / (P) is a set of time intervals whose
common duration is

	 � ���
, and whose set 0 of starting points is

computed as follows: 1) if �1�2- , 0 contains all the starting
points of the intervals of calendar

� � ; 2) if � � - , and � � ����3�4�����������65�� , then 0 contains the starting points of the �6798� �
���������:7985
intervals (all intervals if � � � ��� �

) of calendar
� �

included in each
interval of / � � � ) �� � �;�

� � � � �<-&� � � ) �  .� Two intervals are contiguous if they can be collapsed into a single
one (e.g., = -&� #
> and = ?@�BA >

).� In the definition of Wednesday, 2 is used as the synchronization
point since the first day of 2002 is Thursday.

For simplicity, in this paper the bounds begin and end con-
straining a periodic expression are denoted by a pair of date ex-
pressions of the form mm/dd/yyyy, with the obvious intended
meaning; end can also be C . For instance, [1/1/2002,
12/31/2002] denotes all the time granules in 2002.

Additionally, we assume the existence of a life time of the sy-
stem, denoted as = D�E���DGF > , where D�E and DGF are time granules, be-
cause the key assignment scheme we propose relies on the exis-
tence of a finite life time. It is important to note that the assump-
tion of a system life time is not a limitation. Once the life time
has expired, it is only necessary to generate a new interval [ D&HIF9J E ,D�HIF9J F ].

Thus, given a periodic expression P and an interval [begin,
end], we need to consider only a subset of the infinite set of
temporal intervals in / � . 

. More precisely, we consider only the
time granules denoted by / � . 

and contained in the intersection
between [begin,end] and = D&E���DGF > . This subset of intervals is
defined as follows.

Definition 3. (Restriction of / ��
). Let P be a periodic expres-

sion, and begin, end two date expressions. Let K�LM�N= DGLE ��DGLF > be
the intersection between [begin,end] and = D&E���DGF > . The restric-
tion of / � . 

to K4L , denoted as = / � .  > O9P
, is computed as follows, for

each = � �
� � � >Q! / � . 
: 1) if

� � � D LE�R � � � D LF , then = � �
� � � >Q!
= / � .  > O9P

; 2) if
� �TSUDGLE R � � � DGLF , then = DGLE � � � >V! = / � .  > O9P

; 3) if� � � DGLE R � ��WXDGLF , then = � ���BDGLF >6! = / � .  > O9P
; 4) if

� �YSXDGLE R � �ZWXDGLF ,
then = DGLE ��DGLF >:! = / � .  > O9P

.

Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of the concepts intro-
duced so far. More precisely, Figure 3 depicts a temporal axis
marked with time granules, and denoting a life time of the system= D�E���DGF > . Moreover, given a temporal interval I=[begin,end],
and a periodic expression P, Figure 3 gives a graphical representa-
tion of the restriction of / � . 

to interval I’, where K�L[�\= DGLE ��DGLF > �= ]@^&_�`
a��b^�a�c >9d = D�E���DGF > .
3. ACCESS CONTROL POLICIES FOR XML

DOCUMENTS
In the following we briefly describe the basic components of an

access control policy. Then, we give examples of policy specifica-
tion.
Subject credentials. Access control policies are based on the no-
tion of credential [10], where a credential is set of attributes, repre-
senting subject properties that are relevant for access control pur-
pose, such as for instance the age or the nationality of a subject.
Credentials allow the specification of policies based on subject pro-
files and characteristics. For instance, it is possible to specify poli-
cies that apply to subjects who are 18 or older, or only to subjects
which are members of the staff of a given organization. To make
the task of credential specification easier, credentials with the same
structure are grouped into credential types. Both credentials and
credential types are encoded using an XML-based language, callede

-Sec, developed in the framework of the Author-
e

project [2].
Examples of credential specifications in

e
-Sec are reported in Fi-

gure 4. Each credential contains a credID attribute which denotes
the credential identifier, and a CIssuer attribute, storing the di-
gital signature of the credential issuer. Access control policies are
specified by imposing conditions (using an XPath-compliant lan-
guage) on the credentials and credential attribute values. An access
control policy applies to a subject only if his/her credentials satisfy
the constraints stated in the policy specification.
Protection objects. By protection objects we mean the document
portions to which a policy applies. We provide a wide range of op-
tions in that we allow the possibility of specifying access control
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Tb t1 t2 ..                      ... begin =T'b .. tn-2  .. tn Te=T'e end

...Temporal axis

I'=[T'b,T'e]

Life Time=[ Tb, Te]

I

...

Figure 3: A graphical representation of the restriction of / ��

policies that apply to: - 
all the instances of a DTD/XML Schema;# 

arbitrarily collections of documents, not necessarily instances of
the same DTD/XML Schema; ? ) selected portions within a docu-
ment, i.e., an element (or a set of elements), an attribute (or a set of
attributes), a link (or a set of links).

�
Subscriber credID=“154”, CIssuer = “CA16”

��
name

�
Alice

�
/name

��
surname

�
Brown

�
/surname

��
type

�
week-end

�
/type

��
supplements

�
Wednesday

�
/supplements

��
/Subscriber

�
�

Subscriber credID=“155”, CIssuer = “CA16”
��

name
�

Bob
�

/name
��

surname
�

Robbin
�

/surname
��

type
�

full
�

/type
��

supplements
�

all
�

/supplements
�

�
/Subscriber

�

Figure 4: Examples of
e

-Sec credentials

This wide range of protection objects is complemented by content-
dependent access control, that is, with the possibility of specify-
ing policies which apply to a protection object on the basis of its
content. Similarly to credentials, the set of protection objects to
which an access control policy applies are denoted through XPath-
compliant expressions.
Privileges. In this paper we focus on browsing privileges, that is,
privileges for reading the information in a protection object. Three
different browsing privileges are supported: view, navigate,
and browse all. The view privilege allows a subject to read the
values of all (or some of) the attributes in a protection object, apart
from attributes of type IDREF/URI(s). By contrast, the navi-
gate privilege allows a subject to see all the links implied by at-
tributes of type IDREF/URI contained in a protection object. The
view the subject has on the referred elements depends on the autho-
rizations the subject has on such elements. The distinction between
view and navigate privileges makes it possible to grant sub-
jects the access to a protection object without disclosing its links
with other protection objects. view and navigate privileges can
also be given on selected attributes within an element. Finally, the
browse all privilege subsumes the navigate and the view
privilege.
Propagation options. Access control policies are complemented
with a set of propagation options that state whether and how a po-
licy specified on a given protection object � propagates to protec-
tion objects that are related to � by some sort of semantic rela-
tionships. Propagation options are a means to concisely express a
set of security requirements. Two different types of propagation
are provided: implicit and explicit propagation. Implicit propaga-
tion is applied by default and is based on the following principles:
i) policies specified on a DTD/XML Schema propagate to all the
DTD/XML Schema instances; ii) policies specified on a given el-

Identifier Access control policy
������� ([01/01/2002,12/31/2002], All days,

//Subscriber/type=‘‘full’’,
/Newspaper,VIEW,CASCADE)

�����	� ([01/01/2002,12/31/2002], Week-end,
//Subscriber/type=‘‘week-end’’,
/Newspaper, VIEW, CASCADE)

�����	
 ([01/01/2002,12/31/2002], Wednesday,
//Subscriber/supplements=‘‘Wednesday’’,
//Financial supplement, VIEW, CASCADE)

������� ([01/01/2002,12/31/2002], Sunday,
//Subscriber/supplements=‘‘Sunday’’,
//Literary supplement, VIEW, CASCADE)

�����	� ([01/01/2002,12/31/2002], All days,
//Subscriber/type=‘‘light’’,
//Frontpage, VIEW, NO PROP)

Table 2: An example of Policy Base

ement propagate to all the attributes and links of the element. In
addition to implicit propagation, the Security Administrator (SA)
can state in the policy specification whether and how a policy spe-
cified on a given protection object propagates to lower level protec-
tion objects (wrt the document or DTD/XML Schema hierarchy).
Three different options are provided: i) no propagation is enacted
(NO PROP option), that is, the policy only applies to the protection
objects which appear in the specification; ii) the policy propagates
to all the direct subelements of the elements in the specification
(FIRST LEVEL option); iii) the policy propagates to all the direct
and indirect subelements (CASCADE option).
Temporal constraints. The last component of an access control
policy is a temporal constraint denoting the set of time intervals in
which the policy holds. Temporal constraints can be periodic and
are expressed using the formalism presented in Section 2.2.
We are now ready to formally define an access control policy.

Definition 4. (Access control policy). An access control po-
licy3 is a tuple (I, P, sbj-spec, prot-obj-spec, priv,
prop-opt), where: I is a temporal interval; P a periodic ex-
pression; subject-spec is an XPath-compliant expression on
credentials or credential types; prot-obj-spec is an XPath-
compliant expression denoting the protection objects to which the
policy applies; priv

! � view,navigate,browse all � is a
privilege; and prop-opt

! � NO PROP, FIRST LEVEL, CASCADE �
is a propagation option.

Tuple (I,P,sbj-spec,prot-obj-spec,priv,prop-
opt) states that subjects denoted by sbj-spec are allowed to ex-
ercise privilege priv on the protection objects identified by prot-
obj-spec for each time granule in interval I and denoted by

We assume that each access control policy is uniquely identified

by an identifier generated by the system when the policy is speci-
fied.
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Figure 5: An architecture supporting secure broadcasting

the periodic expression P. Given an access control policy acp =
(I,P,sbj-spec, prot-obj-spec,priv, prop-opt),
we denote with I(acp), P(acp), sbj-spec(acp), prot-
obj-spec(acp),priv(acp), and prop-opt(acp) the tem-
poral interval, the periodic expression, the credential specification,
the protection object specification, the privilege, and the propaga-
tion option of acp, respectively. The Policy Base, denoted as

���
,

is the set of access control policies defined for the XML source � .

EXAMPLE 3.1. Table 2 presents examples of access control poli-
cies defined for the XML document in Figure 1. All the access con-
trol policies are defined for the current year, and refer to the pe-
riodic expressions in Table 1. The first policy represents an annual
subscription to the whole newspaper. By contrast, the second policy
represents a subscription to Saturday and Sunday issues. The third
policy states that subscribers to the Wednesday supplement can
access the Financial supplement of the newspaper. Similarly, the
fourth policy states that subjects subscribed to the Sunday supple-
ment can access the Literary supplement of the newspaper. Finally,
the last policy represents an annual subscription to the leading ar-
ticle contained into the Frontpage element. Thus, according to
the credentials in Figure 4 and the access control policies in Table
2, Alice can access the whole newspaper during the week-end, and
the Financial supplement on Wednesday. By contrast, Bob can read
all newspaper issues for the whole year.

4. SECURE BROADCASTING OF XML DO-
CUMENTS

In this paper we focus on the broadcasting mode of document
distribution. Under this mode, the source periodically broadcasts
documents to the subscribed subjects, without the need of an ex-
plicit request, on the basis of their access rights. The main problem
in supporting this mode is that it entails generating different physi-
cal views of the same document and efficiently sending them to the
interested subjects. Due to the possibly high number of subjects
accessing an XML source, and the wide range of access granulari-
ties we provide, the number of these views may become considera-
ble large and thus such an approach cannot be practically applied.
To support secure broadcasting we therefore propose an approach
based on the use of encryption techniques. The idea is to use dif-
ferent secret keys for encrypting different portions of an XML do-

cument, on the basis of the specified access control policies. More
precisely, all the portions of an XML document to which the same
policy configuration applies are encrypted with the same secret key,
where with the term policy configuration we denote a set of access
control policies belonging to

���
.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the XML document of Figure 1 and
the access control policies in Table 2. The policy configuration as-
sociated with node Politic page is � ����� ��� ����� �
� since these
are the only policies that apply to this node. By contrast, to node
Literary supplement also policy

�������
applies. Thus, its po-

licy configuration is � ����� ��� ����� �4� �����	� � . Finally, the policy confi-
guration of node Frontpage is � ����� ��� ����� �4� ������
 � , whereas the
policy configuration of its children is � ����� �
� ����� �
� .

In the following, we denote with
������

the set of all the possible
policy configurations which can be generated from policies in

���
.

The strategy illustrated above is the basis of the framework we pro-
pose for secure broadcasting, whose overall architecture is depicted
in Figure 5. In the proposed architecture each subject is required
to register to the service, during a mandatory subscription phase.
During the subscription phase, a subject can be assigned one or
more credentials, which are stored at the service site. Alternatively,
subject credentials can be issued by a trusted third-party Creden-
tial Authority, and presented to the service during the subscription
phase. As a result of the subscription phase, the service returns the
subject some information, called subscription information, which
are necessary to decrypt portions of the XML source according to
the subject access rights. The subscription information of a sub-
ject allows the subject to decrypt all the nodes which the subject
is entitled to access according to the access control policies in

���
and only for the set of time granules representing the validity pe-
riod of the policies. Subscription information consists of a set of
parameters and additional information, one for each policy the sub-
ject satisfies, called encryption information, which are described in
details in the following sections.

Under the proposed strategy, if
���

consists of
+
� access con-

trol policies, the system should manage in the worst case
#G%	�

diffe-
rent secret keys, that is, one for each different policy configuration
that could be generated from

+
� policies. To cope with such an

high number of secret keys, we propose a particular key assign-
ment scheme (adapted from [9]) which allows us to greatly reduce
the number of keys that need to be managed. The key assignment
scheme is defined in such a way that from the encryption informa-
tion associated with a policy

�������
(more precisely with the policy

configuration consisting only of
�������

) it is possible to derive all
and only the keys associated with policy configurations containing�������

. This implies that the system has to manage only
+
� different

keys. By contrast the keys associated with the remaining policy
configurations can be derived only when needed.

The problem of key generation and management is further com-
plicated by the temporal dimension associated with our access con-
trol policies. To manage the temporal dimension of access control
policies, the proposed key assignment scheme binds the key asso-
ciated with a policy configuration with a generic temporal infor-
mation, denoted in the following by � 7 , where

�
is a time granule

belonging to = D�E���DGF > . At each time granule
�
, the system verifies

whether a modification occurs in the XML source. In this case, the
system groups the modified source portions according to their po-
licy configurations. Then, for each group it generates a secret key
by which it encrypts the modified portions. The secret key is the
result of hashing the temporal information � 7 together with the key
associated with the policy configuration marking the interested por-
tions. Thus, in order to decrypt these portions, a subject needs to
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Figure 6: Policy configurations for the XML document in Fi-
gure 1

have both the temporal information � 7 and the key associated with
the policy configuration. The most relevant aspect of this key as-
signment scheme is that by using only the encryption information
received during the subscription phase, a subject is able to gene-
rate all the keys associated with the policy configurations he/she
satisfies, and to generate all the � 7 s corresponding to time granules
belonging to the interval of validity of the policies he/she satisfies.
In the following, we explain in details the proposed key assignment
scheme, and show how the encrypted documents are generated.

5. KEY ASSIGNMENT SCHEME
The approach we use for key generation relies on the existence

of a partial order. Unlike the scheme proposed in [9] in which the
partial order is defined over security classes, we define the partial
order over possible policy configurations marking the nodes of do-
cuments in � . Before introducing the key assignment scheme, we
need to introduce some preliminary definitions.

5.1 Preliminary definitions
We organize all the nodes belonging to documents in � into

different classes, according to the applicable access control poli-
cies. More precisely, in what follows we define the class of nodes
marked with � � (called class of � � , hereafter), where � � is a po-
licy configuration.

Definition 5. (Class of nodes). Let � �
�

be a policy configura-
tion belonging to

������
. We define the class of nodes marked with

� �
�
, denoted as

� �
, as the set of nodes belonging to documents in

� marked by all and only the policies in � �
�
. Moreover, we denote

with
�

the set of all the classes of nodes which can be defined over
� by considering all the policy configurations in

������
.

In the following, we use notation
� �

to denote the class of nodes
corresponding to policy configuration � �

�
. Moreover, we keep

track of the policies composing a configuration in the subscript
associated with the policy configuration, that is, we use notation
� �

� � 5�� � � to denote the policy configuration consisting of policies����� �
,
�������

,
����� 5G�
����� .

EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the XML document in Figure 1, and
the access control policies in Table 2. The policy configurations
marking the document are � � �I� , � � �I� � , and � � �I� 
 as shown by
Figure 6. The class of nodes corresponding to � � �I� � , that is,

� �I� � ,
consists of all the nodes belonging to the subtree rooted at node
Literary supplement. Whereas, the class of nodes corre-
sponding to � � �I� 
 , that is

� �I� 
 , contains only the
Frontpage node. By contrast, all the other nodes belong to class� �I� .

C1

C12 C124 C125

Figure 7: Graph representation of the classes in
�

We can consider the classes of nodes as a sort of security classes.
Indeed, the policy configuration associated with a class gives in-
formation about who can access the nodes belonging to this class.
These are all the subjects to which one of the policies in the corre-
sponding configuration applies. Thus, given an access control po-
licy

�����
, a subject � satisfying

�����
can access all the nodes in the

class corresponding to the policy configuration consisting only of�����
. Moreover, � can access the nodes in all the classes associated

with a policy configuration containing
�����

. This implies that there
is a relationship between the class corresponding to the policy con-
figuration consisting only of

�����
and the classes corresponding to

policy configurations containing
�����

, in addition to other policies,
and that this relationship can be exploited in the generation of the
encryption keys associated with policy configurations. To forma-
lize this relationship we introduce the following definition.

Definition 6. (Partial order relation). Let � �
�

and � � � be two
policy configurations in

������
. Let

� �
and

� �
be the classes of

nodes marked by � �
�

and � � � , respectively. We say that
� �

domi-
nates

� �
, written

� ��� � �
, if and only if � � ��� � �

�
.

EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the access control policies in Table
2, and the policy configurations shown in Figure 6. Since ���I�	�
� �I� � , according to Definition 6, the class of nodes

� �I� dominates
the class

� �I� � , that is,
� �I� �
� � �I� .

As usual, we can give a graph representation of the “
�

” relation,
where nodes are the elements in

�
, and there exists an arc from� ���� to

� ����� , � ���� � � ����� ! �
, if and only if

� ����� � � ���� . Figure
7 presents the graph representation of the “

�
” relation between

� �
and the remaining classes of nodes of the running example. In the
following section we show how “

�
” is used as the basis of the

proposed key assignment scheme.

5.2 Encryption scheme
The generation of a document encryption consists of two main

steps. The first, called marking phase, is executed when a new
XML document is acquired by the source and determines which
classes of nodes are obtained by applying on the document the poli-
cies in

���
. The result of this phase is a table, called � �@	���� ��� � ,

containing an entry for each policy configuration which applies to
the new document, with all the identifiers of the nodes belonging to
the corresponding class of nodes. The second phase is the encryp-
tion of the XML document.

To make subjects able to decrypt the document portions only in
the intervals of validity of the policies they satisfy, secret keys are
generated by applying an hash function to two different compo-
nents, called class information and temporal information, respec-
tively. The first component is an information univocally associated
with a class of nodes, whereas the second component binds each
secret key to a precise time granule

�
(that is, the time at which

the encryption takes place). Thus, by this scheme all the nodes be-
longing to a class

� �
are encrypted at time granule

�
with the secret

key resulting from the hashing of class information associated with
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Table 3: Policy configurations, class of nodes, coefficients d, and class information for the running example

� �
and the temporal information corresponding to

�
. Additionally,

the formula for the generation of the class information is defined in
such a way that from each encryption information associated with a
policy, i.e., with a class of nodes, it is possible to derive all and only
the class information associated with a lower-level class of nodes,
with respect to the partial-order relation previously introduced. For
instance, with reference to Figure 7, from the encryption informa-
tion associated with

� � it is possible to derive the class information
associated with

� �I� ,
� �I� � , and

� �I� 
 .
In addition to the encryption of new documents, the system ver-

ifies, at each time granule
�
, whether a modification occurs on the

encrypted documents and which classes of nodes are involved in
the modification. For each class of nodes affected by the modifica-
tion, similarly to the encryption of a new document, a new secret
key is generated by hashing the class information and the temporal
information corresponding to the time of the update.

In the following section we show the steps necessary for genera-
ting both the class information and the temporal information.

5.2.1 Class Information
We assume that

���
consists of

+
� access control policies. Thus,

the cardinality of
�

is equal to
# %	�

. The class information associa-
ted with each policy configuration is generated by using modular
exponentiation. The first step of the computation requires to select
two large strong primes

� � and �&� , and to compute �3�"� � � �!�&� . It
is also necessary to choose a random number

�
, such that - � � �

�3� . Then, a set of
# %	�

values

 � ,..., 
 ��" � is randomly generated.4

These values are called coefficients e. They are generated in such
a way that each coefficient e is relative prime to the Euler’s Totient
function of �3� ( # � �3�  ) [5]. Then, for each coefficient e a set of�

These parameters are sent to subjects during the subscription
phase.

values $�� , $�� ,..., $ � " � , called coefficients d, must be generated such
that:



�
$
�
mod # � �3�  � - , % * ! �G-&�
�����
� # %	� � .

Each coefficient d must be bound with a class of nodes. This is the
reason for the generation of

# %	�
different values. To this purpose

we introduce a function which univocally associates a coefficient d
with a class of nodes.

Definition 7. (Mapping function). The mapping function asso-
ciated with

�
is a bijective function $'& �)(+* �,$ �
����������$ � " � � ,

such that for each
� ��� � � ! �

,
� �.-� � � : $ � � �  -�'$ � � �  .

We can now introduce the formula for computing the class in-
formation associated with a class of nodes

� �
, denoted as

� ���
�
:

� ���
� � �0/�1 �,2 1  ��3 4 ��576�8 c �3�

In [9] it is shown that from the encryption information associa-
ted with

� �
it is possible to derive the information associated with

all and only the lower-level security classes. In our approach this
means that from the encryption information associated with policy
�

�
it is possible to derive all and only the class information asso-

ciated with a class of nodes corresponding to a policy configuration
containing policy �

�
.

EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider the access control policies in Table
2, and let

�
be the classes of nodes implied by these policies on

the document in Figure 1. For each possible policy configuration,
Table 3 lists the corresponding class of nodes, coefficient d, and
class information.
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5.2.2 Temporal information
Temporal information are generated by using the Lucas function

[5]. Given two parameters
� ��� , the Lucas function is defined as

follows:
� � � �, � � � � ) � � �, (�� � ) � � �,

mod �
for *YW #

with the initial condition:
��� � �, � #

and
� � � �, � �

.
Since the Lucas function is a second-order recurrence relation, we
can compute each term

��� � �, � � W�� with the following formula:
��� � �, ��� �
	 � ) �

mod �
where � is a root of the characteristic polynomial:

� ���[ � � � ( �� 	 - mod � .

The temporal information is a term of the Lucas function. In or-
der to generate the temporal information it is thus first necessary to
compute the needed parameters. The first parameters are two large
strong primes

� � , �4� , where �6�;� � � � �4� . The second parameter
is a randomly generated number � , such that - � � � � � . Addi-
tionally, it is necessary to randomly choose two numbers ��� and ��� .
Thus, the formula which returns the temporal information associa-
ted with a generic time granule

�
! = D��
��D�� > , denoted as � 7 , is the

following:

� 7 � �����������
�

� �
�
� � 

where D��VS � SXD�� .
5.2.3 Encryption generation

In order to generate the secret key associated with a class of
nodes at time granule

�
! = D��
��D�� > , we need first to select two values� � and

� � , relatively prime to # � �3�  , where �3� is the parameter
used for the generation of the class information. Then, we need to
compute �:� and � � , such that

� ���:��� � ��� � � - � � $�# � �3�  . Thus,
given a class of nodes

� �
, the formula to generate the secret key

associated with class
� �

at time granule
�

is:! �
" 7 �$# � � ��� � 8 � � 8 � ������� mod �3�
� � 7 

where # ��
is a one-way hash function,

� ���
�

is the class informa-
tion associated with

� �
, and � 7 is the temporal information corre-

sponding to time granule
�
. Note that depending on the selected

one-way hash function, the key size of the secret key could be dif-
ferent. Thus, by appropriately selecting the one-way hash function
the key assignment scheme supports several symmetric encryption
algorithms (e.g., DES, Triple DES, AES).

Figure 8 reports an algorithm for encrypting a new document ac-
quired by the source. The algorithm takes as input the new XML
document $ , the corresponding � �@	���� ��� � table generated by the
marking phase and the time granule

�
of the insertion. Then, for

each policy configuration
� �

in � �@	���� ��� � the algorithm extracts
from the table the corresponding set of node identifiers (step

# � � ).
Then, the algorithm generates the appropriate secret key, that is, the
key resulting from the formula presented before, where the class
information is the one associated with

� �
and the temporal infor-

mation is the one associated with
�
. With this key it encrypts all

and only the nodes in $ and to which the policy configuration
� �

applies. An additional key, called default key, is generated to en-
crypt those portions of the document which are not marked by any
policy (step ? ).

A similar algorithm is executed by the system each time a modi-
fication occurs at one of the encrypted document. In this case the
algorithm receives as input the modified portions and the time

�
of

the modification.

ALGORITHM 1. The Encryption Algorithm

INPUT: An XML document � , the corresponding% ��&(',�
	��*) table, a time granule +
OUTPUT: �

�
the encrypted version of �

1 Let �,� � be the set of node identifiers of document �
2 For each � �-, % ��&(',�
	��*) :

� Let �,� �(. be the set of identifiers of nodes associated with � �

in table
% ��&(',�
	��*)/

Let �
	�� �(. be the class information associated with � �
� Let 0 � be the temporal information corresponding to time
granule +� Let 1 �(. 2 � 4365 �
	�� �(.87 �

� 7 � �������
mod 	 �(9 0 �;:< Encrypt the nodes in �,� �(. with 1 �(. 2 ����,� �  �,� � � �,� �(.

EndFor
3 Encrypt the nodes in �,� � with the default key

Figure 8: The Encryption Algorithm

6. SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The last step is determining which information has to be sent to a

subject. This information, called subscription information is sent to
subjects only once, during the subscription phase. The subscription
information consists of a set of parameters together with additional
information, called encryption information, where the number of
parameters depends on the number of policies the subject satisfies.

We start by introducing the basic information necessary to derive
the secret keys used to encrypt the nodes belonging to a generic
class

� �
in a single temporal interval = � ��� � � > � = D��
��D�� > .

Definition 8. (Key information) Let
� �3! �

be a class of nodes,
and let

� ���
�

be the corresponding class information. Let = � �
� � � >
be a temporal interval. Let

� ��� � �4� �G�
� ����� 
 �����
����� 
 ��" � ���3�
���6� be
parameters, received by subjects upon the subscription. The key
information associated with

� ���
�

in the temporal interval = � ��� � � > ,
denoted as

� � � � � � ��� � �  , consists of a pair of values, defined through
the following formula:

� � � � � � ��� � �  � � � ��� 8
� �
� 8
���(��� �
��

mod �3�
��= � ������� ��
� � �
�

� � �
In the following we show how by the key information

� � � � � � ��� � � 
it is possible to derive the class information corresponding to each
class

� �
,
� � � � �

, and the temporal information � 7 corresponding
to all the time granules belonging to = � �
� � � > .
Class information derivation
For each > �@? >

�
:

Let A*B >
�
C;D � CED ��F�G B H CEI F , that is, H G A�JLK 8

� �
� 8
���(��� �
��

mod J �
H�M
� � � �� M

�N��� �� /�1�O 2 1  2 1�O�P2 1 � � ORQ�S�T J �UG
= VRM

� � � �
� 8

� �
� M
�E��� �
� 8

���(��� �
� /�1�W 2 1  � W /�1�O 2 1  2 1�O�P2 1 � � ORQ�S�T J �UG

= V M
� �
� M
�
� 8 ���� /�1�W 2 1 � � W /�1�O 2 1  2 1�O�P2 1 � � O � O Q�S�T J �UG

= V 8
�
� 8 ���(� �� /�1�W 2 1 � � W Q�S�T J �UG

= A�JLK 8
�
� 8 ���(� ��� Q�S�T J �(X

Temporal information derivation
For each D�YZ D � CED �8[ :
Let A*B >

�
C;D � CED ��F�G B H CEI F , that is, I G]\ � ���(��� ��

� � �� B_^ F
\ � � � � � � � � � ��� � B I F�G

= \ � � � � � � � � �N��� � B \ � ������� ��
� � �
� B_^ FEF�G

= \ � � � � ��
� �N��� �
�

� ���(��� �
�

� � �
� B_^ F�G

= \ � � ���(� � � � � B_^ F
= ` 7 .
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Thus, according to this derivation process, by using the key in-
formation associated with a class information

� ���
�

in the temporal
interval = � �
� � � > , it is possible to generate all the secret keys

! � " 7 ,
where

� ��� � �
and

� �VS � S � � .
The generation of the encryption information to be sent to a sub-

ject, implies, first of all, to determine which class information cor-
respond to this subject. Since class information are associated with
policy configurations, it is first necessary to determine which access
control policies the subject satisfies. The class information corre-
sponding to a subject are all the class information corresponding
to policy configurations containing a policy the subject satisfies.
However, the encryption scheme we have previously illustrated al-
lows us to limit the number of class information to be associated
with a subject. More precisely, we associate with a subject only
the class information corresponding to each distinct policy he/she
satisfies. For instance, let us suppose that subject � satisfies policy����� �

and let
� �

be the class of nodes corresponding to the policy
configuration consisting only of

����� �
. As shown before, by receiv-

ing the key information corresponding to
� �

and the temporal inter-
val

�
, � is able to derive all the secret keys used to encrypt nodes

belonging to lower level classes wrt
� �

in each time granule belong-
ing to

�
. Thus, we can associate with � only the class information

corresponding to
� �

.
Since our access control policies hold in a set of temporal inter-

vals, the encryption information must contain a different key infor-
mation for each temporal interval in which the access control policy
holds. This is formalized by the following definition.

Definition 9. (Encryption Information) Let
����� �

be a policy in���
. Let

� L be the interval resulting from the intersection of
� � ����� � 

and = D�E���DGF > . The Encryption Information of Policy
����� �

, denoted
as � � � � ��� � ����� � 

, is the set of key information generated by the
following formula:

� � � � � � � ��� � � �� %3= � �
� � � >6! = / � . � ����� � � > O9P �
where

� �
is the class information associated with the policy confi-

guration consisting only of
����� �

.

Thus, according with the above definition, a subject � satisfy-
ing policy

�����
receives from the service the encryption information

� � � � ��� � �����[
. Then, he/she can generate all secret keys used at

time granules satisfying the temporal constraints of
�����

to encrypt
all the nodes belonging to lower level classes of nodes wrt the class
of nodes corresponding to

�����
. Thus, to make a subject able to

decrypt all and only the source portions for which he/she has an
authorization for each time granule in the associated interval of va-
lidity, it is only necessary to send the subject the encryption infor-
mation associated with the policies he/she satisfies.

EXAMPLE 6.1. According to the access control policies pre-
sented in Table 2, Alice receives the encryption information
� � � � ��� � �����   and � � � � ��� � ����� �  . Using � � � � ��� � �����   she
can derive the class information of the class

� �I�  and the temporal
information � 7 associated with all the time granules belonging to= / � . � �����  � > O9P , where

� L is the intersection between the temporal
interval in the policy and = D�E���DGF > . Thus, she can generate all the
secret keys used to encrypt the class of nodes

� �I�  , that is the sub-
tree of the newspaper rooted at node Financial supplement,
at each Wednesday in [01/01/2002,12/31/2002]. By con-
trast, using � � � � ��� � ����� �  , Alice can generate all the secret keys
used to encrypt the class of nodes

� �I� and
� �I� 
 that is, all the issues

of the newspaper, for each Saturday and Sunday in the temporal in-
terval [01/01/2002,12/31/2002].

7. RELATED WORK
Secure broadcasting of web documents is a new and emerging

area of research. As such, there has been very little prior work
addressing this topic. However, there has been some preliminary
work on the development of access control mechanisms specifically
tailored to the characteristics of XML data and on techniques for
enforcing a controlled distribution of document contents through
the use of encryption techniques, which we review below.

From the side of access control, some proposals exist for ac-
cess control models for XML documents (see [3]). Most of these
proposals support fine-grained access control to XML data, allow-
ing the protection of single documents, sets of documents, as well
as portions of them. Furthermore, they allow associating a policy
with a document type or with a single XML document. They sup-
port advanced features for policy propagation and exception ma-
nagement, with the goal of limiting the number of policies to be
specified for securing a given document. Additionally, there are
several standardization efforts for using XML as a specification
language for expressing security relevant information. The most
relevant proposals in this direction are those by the OASIS Con-
sortium [6], which is working on two different XML-based lan-
guages: XACML (XML-based Access Control Markup Language),
an XML encoding of access control policies, and SAML (Security
Assertion Markup Language), an XML-based framework for ex-
changing security information (both authentication and authoriza-
tion information). However, all those proposals do not consider the
issue of how enforcing access control policies under different data
dissemination strategies (e.g. pull and broadcasting) but they only
consider access control with respect to the traditional user-demand
data dissemination strategy.

Therefore, the innovative contribution of this work is the deve-
lopment of an infrastructure for supporting secure broadcasting of
XML documents and of an innovative key assignment scheme able
to minimize the number of keys that need to be managed and deli-
vered to subjects. The proposed scheme is also able to manage the
temporal dimension that we associate with access control policies,
and this constitutes an additional novelty of our proposal.

Other related work is represented by tools today available ena-
bling secure content distribution of documents [4, 7, 8], which
share with our proposal the idea of using encryption techniques
for document/content protection. By using these tools, clients gain
access to documents or portions of them by purchasing decryp-
tion keys. Protection is enforced by associating multiple encryp-
tion keys with the same document, and by allowing the clients to
purchase as much decryption keys as the number of different docu-
ment portions they are interested in. However, all those approaches
do not provide an access control model governing the generation
of document encryption. Simply, a document is manually divided
into a set of portions (e.g., sections, chapters, etc.) and a different
encryption key is generated for each portion. Additionally, tempo-
ral constraints are not considered, nor efficient strategies for key
generation.

Finally, the key assignment scheme proposed in this paper is
inspired by the work by Weng-Guey Tzeng [9] which develops a
time-bound key assignment scheme for multilevel access control.
Since both access classes in a multilevel system and XML docu-
ments are organized according to a hierarchical structure, in this
paper we build on the idea proposed in [9] for developing a key as-
signment scheme enabling an efficient secure broadcasting of XML
documents. However, with respect to [9], we develop a comprehen-
sive infrastructure for sending to subjects the information necessary
to derive the decryption keys, on the basis of their credentials and
the specified access control policies.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for secure broad-

casting of XML documents, based on the use of encryption tech-
niques. The approach relies on an expressive access control model,
able to support the specification of fine-grained temporal access
control policies. The key point of our approach is that the number
of encryption keys to be managed does not depend on the number
of subjects nor on the source dimension, but only on the number of
specified access control policies.

We have developed a preliminary Java-based system implemen-
tation for the broadcasting service we have proposed in this paper.
Given an XML source and a Policy Base, the prototype generates
the corresponding set of class information and temporal informa-
tion. Then, when a modification occurs in the XML Source the
system creates the appropriate secret keys. The system also ma-
nages subject subscription and the generation of the corresponding
subscription information.

We plan to extend this work in several directions. A first direc-
tion concerns the development of protocols and algorithms for the
management of access control policy updates. In this respect, the
approach we have developed has the advantage that no new infor-
mation has to be sent to subjects upon a policy update. Rather,
it is only necessary to devise efficient algorithms for updating the
encryption of the source portions that are affected by the update
operation. Additionally, we plan to test our access control system
in a variety of web scenarios. Finally, we plan to apply our access
control model and where appropriate our encryption techniques, to
multimedia data and to other types of services and access protocols,
such as SOAP.
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